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Remote Learning Plans
All schools have been asked to prepare themselves to move quickly from learning in school to ‘remote learning’ if
there is a need to close down a class (‘bubble’) of children after a positive COVID case. As you will know, our chosen
tool for remote learning is Microsoft Teams and every child in school has their own log-in, which is also their Chad
Vale email address.
We used Teams during the summer lockdown and asked the teachers to upload lesson activities, worksheets and
learning tasks that could be accessed from home. From talking to the children, we know that most of them
managed to access some or all of this provision but some children and families did have problems accessing it for a
range of reasons.
Since returning to school in September we have continued to develop the use of Teams. Teachers have been
uploading a document each week with a weekly timetable that contains links to learning for each lesson. These are
useful if your child is self-isolating or ill at home. Over the last couple of weeks we have been ‘tidying up’ the class
Teams pages to make them easier to navigate and have created a set of folders in the Files section that contain any
learning for the week. This should make it easier for you and your child to locate the learning that they need to do.
This week we have also trialled ‘live learning lessons’ and Miss Crombie managed to successfully broadcast herself
into all the classrooms for an assembly about school council from her office . Mrs Cutts and Miss Crombie have also
worked together and tested out live lessons with Mrs Cutts at home, teaching a class in school. This was also
successful, but there are a few things we need to change to make this better. Over the coming weeks, we should
have the technology and expertise to provide more live lessons if your whole class are self-isolating and the teacher
is well. We are also looking into improved options for those small numbers of children at home in classes across the
school who happen to be self-isolating but the rest of their class are in school. We will keep you updated on the
developments of this. If you haven’t yet filled out our quick survey on technology access at home, please do so, as
this information is helping us plan how best to support your children at home.

Coronavirus Home Learning Books
Your child will be bringing home a blue ‘Home Learning’
Book which you should keep safe and use if your child’s
class needs to self-isolate.
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Current Coronavirus Update 02/10/20


Birmingham, Sandwell, Solihul and
Wolverhampton remain in LOCAL LOCKDOWN



You MUST NOT have visitors in your home or
garden (unless they are in your support or childcare bubble)



You MUST wear a facemask on public transport
and taxis



You should not car share with anyone outside your
family or support bubble



You MUST wear a face mask when you come onsite to Chad Vale



You MUST maintain 2m social distance from other
adults in school (teachers and parents please)



You and your household MUST stay at home if you
or anyone in your house has symptoms of
coronavirus



You and your household MUST stay at home if you
test positive for coronavirus

